Sales manual

Everything you need to provide
competent advice for planning
sinks and kitchen mixers
hansgrohe kitchen range

hansgrohe Sales Service
Phone enquiries regarding products and
delivery times.
Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 9 am – 5 pm
Phone:
01372 472001
Fax:
01372 470670
E-Mail:
customerservice@hansgrohe.co.uk

hansgrohe Customer Service
For technical enquiries, experts in the bathroom
trade will be happy to assist you with their
extensive knowledge of the entire hansgrohe
product range. Service and replacement parts are
delivered in the fastest possible manner.
Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 9 am – 5 pm
Phone:
01372 472001
Fax:
01372 470670
E-Mail:
technical@hansgrohe.co.uk

hansgrohe replacement part guarantee
We guarantee the availability of replacement
parts for up to ten years. This gives you peace
of mind, even for projects that were completed
some time ago.
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The kitchen as an
experience room
In many households, the kitchen has long been the focus of our shared
lives. It‘s where we meet with family and friends to be creative together,
enjoy things together and to have fun. It‘s somewhere where water plays
a central role.
Our sinks and mixers help us to enrich the kitchen as an experience room in
looks, function and quality. hansgrohe‘s claim is to offer premium products
that appeal for their intelligent technical solutions, exclusive manufacture
and individual design. Which is why we are always inspired by our
customers‘ dreams, wishes and ideas when we develop our innovative
products.
The results are attractive kitchen sinks that appeal for their minimalist design
and intuitive operation, and mixers in numerous designs that enables us
to fulfil entirely personal preferences and requirements, right down to the
smallest details. All with the aim of making life in and with your kitchen as
easy and pleasant as possible, thereby helping to enhance your quality
of life.
hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water.

Design
Quality borne by tradition

We are at your side. You can always
trust our quality promise of Made by
hansgrohe.

Design by hansgrohe

In collaboration with Phoenix Design,
we develop products that set the
standards both in look and in function.

YEARS
GUARANTEE

Customer satisfaction
guaranteed
We always set ourselves the very
highest standards so we are able to
give 5 years‘ guarantee on all our
products.
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The Hansgrohe company

Pioneering from the outset
Hans Grohe was a pioneer, constantly
looking to create new innovations. He
was never satisfied with anything less than
groundbreaking. In a time when initial ideas
were being aired for private bathrooms and
the daily shower was still utopian, he was
already developing the first showerheads.
He therefore set new standards in the
bathroom – far beyond the borders of the
Black Forest. With 34 branches, 21 sales

offices, customers in 143 countries on every
continent and global product availability, the
hansgrohe brand is considered one of the few
global players in the sanitary industry. Now
as then, the family company makes the most
of its products in Schiltach and Offenburg –
an acknowledgement to “made in Germany”
and at the same time an expression of the
values lived at Hansgrohe. One of the most
important values is that of social responsibility.

hansgrohe has been a step ahead of its time since 1901

The Hansgrohe Group is therefore one of the
sector’s pioneers in the arena of sustainability,
environmental and climatic protection. This
is reflected in water- and energy-saving
products as well as in environmentally friendly
production technologies, global environmental
protection projects, and information on the
sustainable use of the resource water.
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hansgrohe History of the kitchen

Milestones in the kitchen
A hansgrohe mixer is so much more
than just a tap. It is always a piece of the future
for the kitchen. As early as 1982, hansgrohe
was already setting accents in technology
and form with the Allegroh. Other innovations
and inventions followed, and the company

set standards in design and functionality –
which is confirmed by numerous awards. Of
course, this success is also a commitment.
Now exclusive stainless steel sinks have been
added to our kitchen range, the designs of
which will turn any kitchen into a highlight. In

combination with mixer, the sinks blend into
a functional unit the likes of which have never
been seen before. hansgrohe will continue to
appeal with innovations in the future.

1982

2006

2009

2014

2016

First single-lever kitchen
mixer with a pull-out
spout

Greater comfort in the
entry-level price range
thanks to the high spout

High functionality
combined with an arched
spout

World‘s first kitchen mixer
with the Select function

Kitchen mixer and sink
merge in a single unit
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Award for outstanding design

Perfected water pleasure also
means: Perfectly shaped
To us, design is not a matter of taste,
but an attitude – even a passion. Accordingly,
international acclaim has been a constant
source of joy to us: With its brands hansgrohe
and AXOR, Hansgrohe SE is in tenth place
in the iF Ranking 2016, and thus the highest

placed of the sanitary industry. Over 491
awards in 50 design prizes all over the
world make us one of the highest award
winners in the sanitary market. However,
design is never an end in itself, but always
an expression of equality between form and

function. In the search for the most intelligent
solution, we create showers and mixers whose
extraordinary quality is a never ending source
of pleasure.

Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

2014

2014

2015

2015

2015

Winner of many awards: Phoenix Design
This team has been shaping the face of hansgrohe for many years:
Andreas Haug, Tom Schönherr, Manfred Dorn and Harald Lutz. Their
yardstick of successful design is the satisfaction of the people who
use their products. Although this creative team prefer to work in the
background, they are nevertheless overjoyed at the many awards their
design workshop has received.

Manfred Dorn, Tom Schönherr, Andreas Haug, and Harald Lutz (from left)

Photo: Phoenix Design
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hansgrohe

Quality you can count on
At hansgrohe, we build on German
expertise for the highest quality in form and
function. We see, and have always seen,
“Made in Germany” as a recipe for success:

almost all our products are made in our
home. Our own claim is to off er our customers
long-lasting solutions that set standards in
functionality and quality – we do everything

YEARS
GUARANTEE
Quality from the Black Forest: Since
1901, people all over the world have been
putting their trust in these long-lasting, high
quality products from Germany‘s Black Forest.
Even now, some 115 years after the Hansgrohe
company was founded, around 80% of our
products are still made in Germany. We have
always focused on the benefits and enjoyment
of our customers, which is why perfection in
form and function have always been, and
always will be, the standard here. That is why
we still tinker in exactly the same way as we
did on the first day.

to ensure that. So hansgrohe offers you
quality that you can pass straight on to your
customers. That assures you their permanent
satisfaction.

Design

Highest standards: hansgrohe only uses
high quality materials that are approved
for drinking water applications. They are
subjected to long-term tests to assure their
compliance with all kitchen requirements.
Adherence to current standards and the
precise fi t of every single component ensures
safe, user-friendly function for many years
to come. The guidelines we ourselves have
drawn up for product safety exceed by far
most of the specifi cations in this sector. For
this reason, we off er functions a voluntary
manufacturer’s warranty of fi ve years on all
of our products.

Design for life: hansgrohe is one of the
leading idea generators in the industry. We
work with internationally renowned designers
to consistently set new standards with modern
and timeless products. At hansgrohe, we firmly
believe that excellent design will last longer
than fast-lived fashion trends and provide
investment security.

Impulses for the industry: At hansgrohe,
around 30% of our turnover is achieved
with new products that are not more than 3
years old. This high vitality index makes this
Black Forest sanitary specialist one of the
innovations leaders in this industry. Many
of the things that have been thought up,
developed and designed by hansgrohe have
been extremely well received all over the
globe. As a Black Forest think tank, we can
look back on many innovations. Some of these
ideas made sanitary history, not to say even
cultural history.

For the sake of the environment:
Sustainability, environmental and climate
protection are key features in everything
hansgrohe does. Our worldwide conservation
projects and our information work on the
preservation of the resource water to help
improve the ecology. We use renewable
energies, efficient recycling systems and heat
recovery in our production department in order
to reduce CO2 emissions. Choosing hansgrohe
means choosing long-lasting quality and
ecologically responsible production.

SERVICE
Focus on customer satisfaction: Our aim
is that you should have just as much enjoyment
with the installation of our products as your
customers do with using them and as we do
developing them. We base our developments
on the customer, and therefore are constantly
addressing their requirements. This modern
ingenuity combined with our traditional knowhow creates the foundation for a company
whose success will continue far into the future.

10 hansgrohe References

International projects

The world is our home
All over the world, developers and
investors work hand in hand with architects
and planners on sophisticated projects. They
are also always intelligent and aesthetically

appealing solutions for handling the essential
element water. The products from the Black
Forest add an important extra touch of design
and comfort to the top addresses, such as in

impressive apartments or private residences.
You will find further inspiring examples of this
on our innovative planning platform:
http://ispecify.hansgrohe.com

Sandton Skye, Johannesburg
hansgrohe products:
M411-H260 Single lever kitchen mixer 260

The Okura Prestige Bangkok, Bangkok
hansgrohe products:
M5216-H220 Single lever kitchen mixer 220

Country Towers Mérida, Mexico
hansgrohe products:
M411-H260 Single lever kitchen mixer 260

Photos: Jayd Designs/Ben Bergh

Photos: Grande Centre Point Terminal 21 Bangkok

Photos: Country Towers Mérida/Inmobilia Mexico

Haus N, Moskau
hansgrohe products:
M5216-H220 Single lever kitchen mixer 220
Photos: JHaus-N A4-Architekten/Dmitry Chebanenko

Further inspiring references can be found under http://ispecify.hansgrohe.com
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Service that offers you
genuine added value
Quality partner: Our experience
gathered over many years offers you support
in the form of a wide range of services.
Whether you are in need of services, product

training courses, or consultation for special
projects or enhanced marketing efficiency
for your services, you can only benefit from
our extensive expertise. We provide a lot of

information on bathroom planning online for
you, such as dimension drawings and 3D
details.
http://pro.hansgrohe.co.uk

Field service

Internal sales service

Master service

Our field service staff are available to you as
competent and direct local contacts.

Whether by phone, email or fax, hansgrohe‘s
customer advisers offer you individual support,
both technical and commercial, that is close to
the customer.

Our service specialists are trained sanitary
experts and/or technicians, and will be
pleased to help you with any technical issues.
Should it ever prove impossible to clarify
something by phone or electronically, there is
also the option of asking for a specialist to be
sent out in the event of a complaint.

Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 9 am – 5 pm
Phone: 01372 472001
Fax:
01372 470670
E-Mail: customerservice@hansgrohe.co.uk

Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 9 am – 5 pm
Phone: 01372 472001
Fax:
01372 470670
E-Mail: technical@hansgrohe.co.uk

Project support

Special service

Aquademie

Are you in the process of planning kitchens
for a major project and need help with the
planning or tender? Our project support will
be pleased to assist.

hansgrohe will do everything to accommodate
you and your individual wishes. Express
delivery, 24-hour spare parts service, 10year availability guarantee and a 5-year
guarantee are part of our standard offer.

Bathroom exhibition, Museum of Water,
Bathroom, Kitchen and Design, test showering
at Showerworld, guided tours:
pro.hansgrohe-int.com/aquademie
Opening hours: Monday – Friday:
7.30–19.00 hrs
Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays:
10.00 – 16.00 hrs

Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 7.30–17.00 Uhr
Phone: +49 7836 51-3126
Fax:
+49 7836 51-1878
E-Mail: gpservices@hansgrohe.com

Booking Showerworld:
Tel.: +49 7836 513272
Fax: +49 7836 511505
1 hour, maximum 20 people
Opening hours:
Monday – Friday: 7.30 – 19.00 hrs
Saturday and Sunday: 10.30, 12.30, 14.30 hrs
Booking advice:
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday: 13.00–18.00 hrs
Tel.: +49 7836 513272

Overview of the ranges

hansgrohe Kitchen combinations and sinks

In combinations and alone –
the new sink range

Combos

Sinks

▪▪ Innovative complete solutions that are perfectly
matched both in function and in appearance

▪▪ Various installation and combination options for
individually designed kitchens

▪▪ Select technology with the control button at the
front of the sink ensures that use is easy and
pleasant

▪▪ Can be combined with any choice of mixer

▪▪ High-quality, stable materials and an additional
safe hose guide promise a long-lasting sink
combination
▪▪ Easier planning than with other sinks: The combo
contains all the necessary components
▪▪ Discrete overflow positioned on the side

Combos start on page 24

▪▪ With every sink there is the option of integrating
it flush or laying it on top of the worktop.
Undermount versions are also available
▪▪ Minimalistic design that blends perfectly with a
modern kitchen ambience
▪▪ Hand-welded stainless steel sinks
▪▪ The 1 mm stainless steel and tap ledge
reinforcement gives the sinks a high level of
stability, value and durability

Sinks start on page 40

hansgrohe Overview of the ranges 13

hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

The whole bandwidth
of kitchen mixers

Kitchen mixers
▪ Greater user comfort thanks to Select technology
with the control button on the pull-out spout

▪ High-quality materials and durable production
promise the highest quality and long lifetimes

▪ Used with the sBox installation, pull-out sprays
extend up to 76 cm to increase the range around
the sink

▪ Multiple award-winning design enhances the
ambience in the kitchen
▪ Finishes in stainless steel or classic chrome

▪ ComfortZone offers more freedom of movement
thanks to the ultra-high spout and the mixers‘ swivel ▪ Various price categories and designs
functions
▪ Ergonomic, minimalistic design that blends
perfectly with a modern kitchen ambience

Kitchen mixers start on page 58

SINK COMBOS
AND SINKS
Design and manufacture on the very highest level:
Sink combos C71 | Sinks S71 | Installation
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Sinks

Sinks for the heart and the head
In the first instance, a sink has to be
functional and durable. If the design is then
also right, then that is all that is needed for a
new dream kitchen. The new hansgrohe sinks
combine all these properties. Hand-welded

stainless steel is the base for these high-quality
sinks. The basic rectangular shape provides
clear lines, and with its minimalist design the
sink blends perfectly with a modern kitchen
ambience. The aesthetic design of the broad

basin rim is unique, and allows the sink and
spout, plus the control unit if relevant, to blend
harmoniously in a single unit.

18 hansgrohe Sink combos and sinks 

Sink design

New design benchmarks
in the kitchen
Together with Phoenix Design,
hansgrohe has, for the first time in the
company‘s history, developed an innovative
sink series in a design and function that

revolutionises user options in the kitchen. The
interplay between the excellent properties of
the stainless steel sinks, the minimalist modern
design and the high quality make them long-

lasting elements of the kitchen. With a choice
of sizes and installation options, the sink can
be integrated into any kitchen.

Aesthetic: The broad L-shaped basin rim makes the sink the eye-catcher in the kitchen.

Timeless: The minimalist design and basic rectangular shape provide
clear lines.

Individual: With a choice of sink shapes and sizes, there is the right
solution for any kitchen.

hansgrohe Design and manufacture 19

Sink production

Quality that can be seen

Sturdy: Stainless steel is resilient and impervious to aggressive
substances such as fruit acids.

Harmonious: Flush installation provides a seamless transition
between the sink and the worktop.

Exclusive: The 1 mm thick hand-welded stainless steel sinks shine with
their precision edges and 10-mm corner radii.

Reinforcement angle: The built-in sinks feature reinforcement
brackets and double-strength materials for a stable hold; this puts an
end to shaking.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Stainless steel sinks blend harmoniously with any kitchen, while
in looks they are the perfect matches for any mixer (stainless
steel or chrome finish)

▪ Precisely and exclusively made surfaces and edges

▪ Lighter than other sink materials, which makes them easy to
install

▪ Stainless steel does not rust, is heat resistant and hygienic

▪ Exact areas and precise 10-mm corner radii for easy cleaning

20 hansgrohe Sink combos and sinks 

Sink function

Two innovative functions
for intuitive operation
The sink is the hub and focus of the
kitchen, which is why every movement made
there should be easy. Now hansgrohe
offers sinks that blaze a new trail in ease of
operation and functionality. The innovative

sinks are designed for a new control concept
that includes separation of the water settings
and water flow. This provides an ergonomic
way of working, and with repeated activities a
touch of a button is all it takes to start the pre-

set water temperature and amount. Routine
tasks are carried out quickly and easily. Of
course, these new functions are also found in
the sink combos.

The mixer is easy to operate from the front
using the handle on the front edge of the sink
and the integrated Select technology

Pre-setting the amount of water and the temperature is easy with the ergonomically shaped handle.

Turning the ergonomic handle
controls the water temperature.

Tilting the handle adjusts the
amount of water.

Flexible: Tasks blend seamlessly thanks to the combination of intuitive
Select button and practical pull-out spout – for more comfort in the
kitchen and beyond the sink.

hansgrohe Sink function 21

The mixer is easy to operate from the front using the
Select control button on the front edge of the sink

If your hands are full, it is easy to start and stop the water with your elbow.

Pressing on the control button
starts and stops the water flow.

Turning the control button opens
or closes the outflow.

The pull-out spray increases the range. The hose is guided safely in the
sBox and protected against damage. Starting and stopping the water
is easy with the Select button on the front edge of the sink. The handle
remains open and maintains the amount and temperature of the water.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy and intuitive to control, e. g. with the back of a hand, for
greater freedom of movement and targeted use of water

▪ Ergonomic “universal design” allows easy and reliable use for
all generations

▪ Unique control philosophy: absolutely precise, easy starting
and stopping

▪ Greater range of up to 76 cm with the pull-out spout and sBox

▪ Mixer and sink merge into a single unit with Select technology

▪ The amount and temperature of the water may be pre-set as
required and desired

SINK COMBOS C71
Sink combos that merge into a perfect unit
450 | 660 | 180/450 | 370/370
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hansgrohe Sink combos C71

An experienced team, both in looks
and in function
With the hansgrohe sink combos,
there is the sink of the right size and function
for any kitchen that can be combined with
the matching mixer to create a modern unit.

The combination of quality, design and
functionality make the combos a new force in
the kitchen.

Sink combos

Select button to start and stop the water.

Minimalistic design that
blends perfectly with a
modern kitchen ambience.

Precise 10-mm corner
radii.

Stainless steel surface
hand-brushed along
the edge.

Rectangular basic shape
provides clear lines.

The overflow is positioned on the side,
which removes it from the direct line
of sight, is more discreet and makes it
easier to fit the kitchen mixer.

Minimalist design language offers a clear
and unique complete system.

Sink design creates a formal association
between sink, control unit and spout.

Pre-defined hole positions
recessed for easier drilling/
stamping additional drill holes.

The aesthetic design of the broad basin rim is unique. It allows the
sink, control element and spout to merge optically in a single unit,
and provides an appropriate setting for the mixer.

Sink combos

hansgrohe Sink combos

The C71 sink combos at a glance
Any existing sink size can be chosen
from the sink combos. Each one can be laid
on or flush-fit in the worktop. With the mixers,
there is a choice of 2 options that blend with

the sinks to create a perfect unit. The combo
contains all the other necessary components.
This makes the ordering and planning process
easier, because the complete combo has

Select sink combos

60 cm

C71-F450 - 01
Select sink combo 450 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43207, -000, -800

C71-F450 - 02
Select sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43208, -000, -800

Page 34

Page 35

Sink combos

60 cm

C71-F450 - 06
Sink combo 450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43201, -000, -800

C71-F450 - 07
Sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43205, -000, -800

Page 34

Page 35

the same item number. The sink combos are
available with mixer in chrome (-000) or
stainless steel look (-800).
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Installation options
All our basins can be integrated flush in the worktop or surface mounted from above.

Surface-mounted
installation

Flush-mounted
installation

60 cm / 80 cm / 90 cm

80 cm

90 cm

C71-F660 - 03
Select sink combo 660 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43209, -000, -800

C71-F655- 04
Select sink combo 180 x 450
with 2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43210, -000, -800

C71-F765- 05
Select sink combo 370 x 370 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43211, -000, -800

Page 36

Page 37

Page 38

80 cm

90 cm

C71-F660 - 08
Sink combo 660 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43202, -000, -800

C71-F655- 09
Sink combo 180 x 450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43206, -000, -800

C71-F765-10
Sink combo 370 x 370 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43203, -000, -800

Page 36

Page 37

Page 38

Sink combos

Base cabinet

28 hansgrohe Sink combos

Sink combos

An all-round good decision –
sink and mixer as a combo
hansgrohe is launching a mini
revolution in the kitchen with its new C71 sink
combos. The innovative complete solutions
delight for the quality of the manufacture as

well as for the new, well thought-out control
concept. In combination with selected
mixers, the sinks show what it means to be a
functioning unit. The high-quality components

Select

of the combos are perfectly matched to each
other, and fulfi l the highest requirements for
function and aesthetics.

Sink combo components using the C71-F450-06 as an example

Mixer

Sink

Control unit
Fixing clamps

Connection hoses

Drain fixture
including odour
trap
Wall connection
diameter
40 mm/50 mm

sBox

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy ordering process – a single order number for the whole
sink combo

▪ Easy installation thanks to pre-defined, pre-cut tap holes
▪ Complete system for a safe planning process

▪ Long-lasting combination of premium and stable materials
▪ Matching components for a solid system

▪ Every combo is supplied ready for installation with all the
necessary accessories, and can instantly be integrated in the
worktop.

hansgrohe Sink combos – Components 29

sBox

Tidy guide for the hose
in the base cabinet

Flat housing profile with less than
30 mm for optional installation in
tight spatial conditions

Sink combos

Pulls out up to 76 cm for
pleasant working and
freedom of movement
around the sink

Hose runs on the inside for
silence and protection against
damage
Designed for standard base cabinets

158

34
G3/8 10

Flexible and varied
installation options

15

3
19

23
Weight facilitates smooth use of the
pull-out spray

530
520

15
25
38
46

Four individually moving attachment elements for
flexible attachment of the sBox

110

Advantages and benefits
▪ Safe and easy to extend and retract the hose without colliding
with drawers or waste separation system
▪ Varied installation option in base cabinet thanks to flexible
attachment elements
▪ sBox keeps things tidy in the sink base cabinet

▪ Hose weight in the box ensures hose runs easily and quietly
▪ An optional equalising track means the guide can also be used
in low cabinets
F12 equalising track sBox – # 43333, -000

29
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Installation sBox

Sample installation of sBox

Ideal situation: Vertical installation below
the kitchen fixture

Vertical installation under the kitchen
mixer, tilted to the back or front

The lower brackets are screwed into the base. The
upper brackets are either screwed into or hung onto
the rear wall. The brackets are on flexible sliders and
can be turned 360°. This simplifies and speeds up the
attachment process.

Install the sBox at an angle when the rear wall is not
aligned with the base or there are obstacles on the
floor.
All of the brackets are aligned to the front. This makes
it possible to pull the sBox forward and detach it from
all of the brackets, for example, for easy and rapid
cleaning. The sBox can also be tilted to the front over
the rear wall just as easily.
Maximum recommended angle of tilt: ± 20°

hansgrohe sBox – Installation 31

Sink combos



Installation against rear wall, tilted to side

Tilted installation, attached to side wall

Install the sBox at a side tilt, for example, to avoid Install the sBox on the side wall, for example, with
obstacles on the floor such as waste pull-out or corners sinks, sinks with a drainer or sinks with tap
drainage systems or when a corner valve is difficult holes on the side.
to access.
The brackets can all be screwed into the side. Do not
The brackets can be screwed into the floor, the side or install the sBox at the same angle. If you need to install
it at an angle, there should not be more than 30 mm
the rear wall.
between the mixer and the exit axis from the sBox.
Maximum recommended angle of tilt: ± 20°

32 hansgrohe Sink combos 

Sink combos

A single order –
all the components
One major advantage of the sink
combos over other sinks is that all the
components are present. This makes planning

Select

much easier, because the order for a combo
includes the sink, kitchen mixer, sBox and all
the other necessary elements.

sBox fitted to same axis as mixer shaft

Reinforcement bracket for secure fit
of the mixer

The diameter of the syphon
is 40 or 50 mm

Bracket tabs to secure the
pressure hoses
Option of connecting
a dishwasher

Overflow on the right rim of
the sink. Overflow disappears
from direct view. This
simplifies the installation of
the kitchen mixer

The drain pipe rotates by
360° for flexibility

Manual outflow fitting
(strainer basket valve)

Fixing clamps

Sink combo
C71-F450-06

Control element on the front edge of the sink
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Installation tips

Installation in accordance
with the style
Every customer has their own ideas
of how the sink should be integrated in the
kitchen. That is why there are three different

installation options: surface-mounted, flushfit or undermounted. Each of these three
options has its own advantages that will vary

according to the material of the worktop, the
requirements and personal style.

Surface-mounted installation

Sink combos

Surface-mounted installation is the most frequently used option. The sink is inserted from above
into a hole cut out of the worktop. Only a simple worktop cut-out is required. This shows the flush
1-mm rim at its very best, and is ideal, for instance, for wood or laminate worktops.

Flush-fit installation
Flush-fit installation creates a single optical unit of sink and worktop. The sink is placed flush
in the worktop, which requires an absolutely precise worktop cut-out. This creates a smooth
transition that provides valuable additional working areas and makes cleaning easier since
there is no obstructive rim on the edge of the sink. This installation option is ideal for worktops
made of solid continuous materials such as natural stone, glass, quartz or ceramic.

Undermounted
Undermounted installation lowers the sink in the worktop, which makes the kitchen look more
spacious. The sink is attached to the worktop from below. This requires a cut-out in the size of
the sink, which is then glued and screwed to the worktop. The sink is very easy to clean – dirt
or liquids are simply wiped into it. This installation option is only suitable for worktops that are
made of materials that are not sensitive to water – natural stone, concrete or quartz. With
undermounted installation, the mixers need to be installed in the worktop or the wall above it.

34 hansgrohe Sink combos 

C71-F450-06
Sink combo 450

Select sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

C71-F450 - 01

10

18
80

15 8
250

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43207, -000, -800

Built-in sink 450

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Automatic outflow fitting
sBox
Including all connection hoses

M7120 -H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Sink combo

283

18 5

19 0

520

R

500

283

450
550
80

10

500 - 600

2 21

400

500

21018 5

42
R

500 - 600

400

210

42

450
550

300

19 0

332

Ø 40
250

300

332
18
2 21

Ø 50

Ø 40
250

520

Ø 50

Dimensions in mm, installation options

C71-F450 - 06

15 8
250

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43201, -000, -800

Built-in sink 450
M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout

All dimensions in mm.

283

18 5

19 0

500 - 600

400
R

500

283

2 21
18 5

19 0
450
550
80

10

520

10

500 - 600

42
R

520

450
550

500

400

2 21

42

57

57

300

208

320

Ø 40
250

300

208

Ø 50

Ø 40
250

320

Ø 50

80

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Manual outflow fitting:
sBox
Including all connection hoses
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C71-F450-02
Select sink combo 450
with drainer

Select sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

C71-F450 - 02

10

80

15 8
250

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43208, -000, -800

Built-in sink 450 with drainer

Fixing clamps
Automatic outflow fitting
sBox
Including all connection hoses

M7120 -H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

C71-F450 - 07

320

Ø 40
3 01

10

500 - 600

283

18 5

19 0
R

520

10 4 5

510

410

2 21

42

57

74 4

208

Ø 50

80

15 8
250

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43205, -000, -800

Built-in sink 450 with drainer
M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout

All dimensions in mm.

Fixing clamps
Manual outflow fitting:
sBox
Including all connection hoses

Sink combos

18
283
520

500 - 600

19 0
R

10 4 5

510

410

210

42

3 01

18 5

332

Ø 40
74 4

2 21

Ø 50
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C71-F660-08
Sink combo 660

Select sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

18

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43209, -000, -800

Built-in sink 660

283

80

15 8
250

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Automatic outflow fitting
sBox
Including all connection hoses

M7120 -H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Sink combo

520

0

80

Design

18 5

283

18 0
5
19
R1

500 - 600

19 0

6R 6 0
10
76 0

520

660
76 0

380
400
500

380
400
500

42

236

42

405

500 - 600 236

4 0355 5

355

18

430

Ø 40

320

Ø 50

Ø 40

320

Ø 50

430

C71-F660 - 03

Dimensions in mm, installation options

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43202, -000, -800

Built-in sink 660
M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout

All dimensions in mm.

283

18 5

57
283

500 - 600

0

80

Design

57

320

18 0
5
19
R1

520

R616 0
0 0
76

520

660
76 0

500 - 600

380
400
500

2 21

42

2 21

42

405

19 0

55 5
4 03

355

380
400
500

Ø 40
320

Ø 50

Ø 40

208

Ø 50

208

C71-F660 - 08

80

15 8
250

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Manual outflow fitting:
sBox
Including all connection hoses
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C71-F655-04
Select sink combo 180/450

Select sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

10

80

15 8
250

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43210, -000, -800

Built-in sink 180/450

500 - 600

80

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Automatic outflow fitting
sBox
Including all connection hoses

M7120 -H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Sink combo

19 0
283

500 - 600

400
500
R

10

Sink combos

18
R

450

520

75 5

520

400
500

236
75 5

Design

184 05 0

19 0
18 5
283

18 0

18 5

402

13 5

402

13 5

353

234
62

42

353

18

430

Ø 40

320

Ø 50

Ø 40

320

Ø 50

430

C71-F655- 04

Dimensions in mm, installation options

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43206, -000, -800

Built-in sink 180/450

10

10

80

15 8
250

80

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Manual outflow fitting:
sBox
Including all connection hoses

500 - 600

19 0
283
500 - 600

400
500
R

57

57

19 0
2 818
3 5

450

520

R

520

75 5

M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout
All dimensions in mm.

184 05 0

2 21
400
500

2 21
75 5

Design

18 0

18 5

402

13 5

402

13 5

353

42

42

353

208

Ø 40
320

Ø 50

Ø 40

208

Ø 50

320

C71-F655- 09
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C71-F765-10
Sink combo 370/370

Select sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

430

Ø 50
Ø 40

37 0

R

865

283

18 5

18 5

520

37 0

500 - 600

380
400
500

236

19 0

18

457

42

408

320

C71-F765- 05

10

80

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43211, -000, -800

Built-in sink 370/370

15 8
250

Fixing clamps
Automatic outflow fitting
sBox
Including all connection hoses

M7120 -H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Sink combo

Dimensions in mm, installation options

C71-F765-10

320

Ø 40
457

R

283

18 5
520

37 0
865

18 5

19 0

37 0

500 - 600

380
400
500

2 21

42

57

408

208

Ø 50

10

80

15 8
250

Design

Item no.

Included in delivery

# 43203, -000, -800

Built-in sink 370/370
M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout

All dimensions in mm.

Fixing clamps
Manual outflow fitting:
sBox
Including all connection hoses

SINKS S71
Sink range for the most diverse requirements
450 | 660 | 180/450 | 370/370
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hansgrohe Sinks S71

Adapt to any kitchen
sink. The hand-welded stainless steel not only
radiates value, but also promises a high level
of stability.

Sinks

hansgrohe’s new sink range appeals
for quality, design and the right selection:
3 diff erent installation options, 5 diff erent
sizes and the option of a single or double

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy to clean thanks to the exclusive stainless steel, precise
manufacture and 10-mm corner radii

▪ Variety and choice: the right sink for any kitchen, whether large
or small, single or double bowls

▪ New sink that blends perfectly with modern and functional
kitchens

▪ Mixer sits securely thanks to reinforcement under the tap ledge
▪ Choice of manual or automatic outflow fitting for any sink

▪ Size and depth of the sink will accommodate large containers
▪ Overflows off set on side for easier installation of mixer
▪ Double bowl so tasks can be carried out simultaneously
▪ The 1-mm stainless steel sink can be integrated either flush in
the worktop or mounted on top of it

Sinks

hansgrohe Sinks

The sinks at a glance
With a choice of bowl shapes including
small, elongated or double, there is plenty of
freedom for a completely individual kitchen
design. Thanks to the different installation and

combination options offered by hansgrohe
sinks, the kitchen can be created to the users‘
preferences.

Lay-on and flush-fit sinks

60 cm

60 cm

S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43301, -800, with tap hole drilling

S715-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43306, -800, with tap hole drilling

S712-F450
# 43305, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

S717-F450
# 43307, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

Undermount sinks

50 cm

60 cm

60 cm

S719-U400
Undermount sink 400
# 43425, -800

S719-U450
Undermount sink 450
# 43426, -800

S719-U500
Undermount sink 500
# 43427, -800

Kitchen mixers start on page 58
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Installation options
The sinks can all be top-mounted or flush-fit in the worktop. An
additional installation option is undermount sinks.
Optional accessories
F10
# 40950000
Fixation bracket set 14 pieces for 10–35 mm worktops

Surface-mounted
installation

Flush-mounted
installation

Undermounted

50 cm / 60 cm / 80 cm / 90 cm

F11
# 40951000
Fixation bracket set 14 pieces for 30–55 mm worktops
A10
# 40952800
Outflow trim

Base cabinet

80 cm

90 cm

S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43302, -800, with tap hole drilling

S711-F655
Built-in sink 180 x 450
# 43309, -800, with tap hole drilling

S711-F765
Built-in sink 370 x 370
# 43303, -800, with tap hole drilling

S712-F660
# 43308, -800 with 2 tap holes drillings

S712-F655
# 43310, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

S712-F765
# 43311, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

80 cm

80 cm

90 cm

S719-U660
Undermount sink 660
# 43428, -800

S719-U655
Undermount sink 180 x 450
# 43429, -800

S719-U765
Undermount sink 370 x 370
# 43430, -800

Sinks

80 cm

44 hansgrohe Sinks

Sink 450

More room for the kitchen
▪ Fitting: blends perfectly with modern and functional kitchens

▪ Variable: the sink combines easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪ Precise fit: the built-in sink for kitchens of almost any size

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

60 cm

S711-F450
# 43301, -800

Built-in sink 450
with tap hole drilling

Base cabinet

Sink: 550 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

D11-10
# 43920, -000

60 cm

S712-F450
# 43305, -800

Base cabinet

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting

Built-in sink 450
with 2 tap holes drillings
Sink: 550 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

D11-11
# 43930, -000

Required accessories:
Automatic outfl ow fi tting

Information on built-in sink 450: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select 2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer (# 73805, -000, -800
and # 73806, -000, -800), and outfl ow fi tting D11-12 (#43940, -000) needs to be used.
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250

300

a

a, b, c = Ø 35

380
300

a

c

42

75

42

250

a

400
500
0

380

24

30

24

30
30

18 5
400

472
25

24

191

472
75

400

25

10

10

M5115-H220
# 73852, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout
M5115-H220 ST
# 73852, -800

25

48

30

191

18 5

75

522

10

522

400

24

24

450
480

75
48

48

18 5
R1

0

450

25
c

550

0

10

30

380
400

30

191

R1

450

42

R1

550

48

400
500

42
191
30

191

42

a, b, c = Ø 35
550

522

75

M7116 -H220 ST
# 73800, -800

a , b ,c c = Ø 3 5

b

M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

a, b, c = Ø 35

25

c

25

480

300

b

10

24

400
500

380

18 8

530

250

400

b 48

a

10

480

300

10

480

300
75

380 24

450
480

530

250

24

30

191

550

25

48

400
500

25
c

18 8

400

450

530
4 0a0

75

400
500

380

550

48

191

18 8

380

a , b ,c c = Ø 3 5

b

191

a

400
500

300

400
500

380

250

a, b, c = Ø 35

400
48

450

a, b, c = Ø 35

75

Recommended mixer

a, b, c = Ø 35
550

b

472

10

M5116 -H160
# 73850, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 160
with pull-out spray, two spray types
M5116 -H160 ST
# 73850, -800

-000 Chrome
-800 Stainless steel optic

Sinks

250

Dimensions in mm

400
500

42

b
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Undermount sinks 400, 450 and 500

More flexibility with undermount sinks
▪▪ Smooth installation: e. g. for integration in exclusive worktops

▪▪ Variable: the sinks combine easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪▪ Suitable for installation in worktops made of natural or artificial
stone, ceramic or glass

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

50 cm

S719-U400
# 43425, -800

Undermount sink 400
Sink: 450 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 400 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 50 cm

Base cabinet

Information on undermount sink 400: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select
2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer (# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806,
-000, -800), and outflow fitting D10-12 (#43945, -000) needs to be used.

60 cm

D10-10
# 43925, -000
D10-11
# 43935, -000

S719-U450
# 43426, -800

60 cm

D11-10
# 43920, -000
D11-11
# 43930, -000

S719-U500
# 43427, -800

Undermount sink 450

Required accessories:
Manual outflow fitting
Automatic outflow fitting with operation
on worktop

Undermount sink 500
Sink: 550 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 500 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

Base cabinet

Information on undermount sink 500: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select
2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer (# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806,
-000, -800), and outflow fitting D12-12 (#43946, -000) needs to be used.

Automatic outflow fitting with operation
on worktop

Sink: 500 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

Base cabinet

Information on undermount sink 450: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select
2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer (# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806,
-000, -800), and outflow fitting D11-12 (#43940, -000) needs to be used.

Required accessories:
Manual outflow fitting

D12-10
# 43926, -000
D12-11
# 43936, -000

Required accessories:
Manual outflow fitting
Automatic outflow fitting with operation
on worktop
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400
450

R

10

400

Dimensions in mm

Recommended mixer
400

450

25

400

10

24

30

191

400
450

400

187

R

10

25

48

400

400
450

R

402

450

25
48

445000

M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

25

400

450

R
25

24

400

48

400

30

25

191

450

187

10

400

M7116 -H220 ST
# 73800, -800

24

30

191

187

402

450

25

500

402

48

400

25

450

400

R

452

25

500

48

M5115-H220
# 73852, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

25

450

48

25

M5115-H220 ST
# 73852, -800

400
450

400

24

30

25

500

191

18 5

R

10

450

500
400

24

500

30

191

18 5

452

550

25

400

25

48

500

10

400
450

R

24

502

550

25

400

400

48

25

M712-H260
# 73811, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout
M712-H260 ST
# 73811, -800

24

30

191

502

25

30

191

25

18 5

550
500

24

48

500

18 5

30

191

400
450

500

18 5

R

10

452

502

-000 Chrome
-800 Stainless steel optic

Sinks

24

30

191

18 5

400

10

450

450

R

10

450
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Sink 450 with drainer

The sink with room for comfort
▪ Extra space: the drainer expands the workspace of the sink

▪ Fitting: blends perfectly with modern and functional kitchens

▪ Variable: the sinks combine easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪ Only available in a version with drainer on the left

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

60 cm

S715-F450
# 43306, -800

Built-in sink 450 with drainer
with tap hole drilling

Base cabinet

Sink: 1045 mm x 510 mm
Basin: 450 mm x 410 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

D11-10
# 43920, -000

60 cm

S717-F450
# 43307, -800

Base cabinet

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting

Built-in sink 450 with drainer
with 2 tap holes drillings
Sink: 1045 mm x 510 mm
Basin: 450 mm x 410 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 60 cm

D11-11
# 43930, -000

Required accessories:
Automatic outfl ow fi tting

Information on built-in sink 450 with drainer: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select 2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer
(# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806, -000, -800), and outfl ow fi tting D11-12 (#43940, -000) needs to be used.
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Dimensions in mm

Recommended mixer
74 4
3 01
a

a

a, b, c = Ø 35

b

a, b, c = Ø 35

b

510

410

510

410

37 0

37 0

42

42

74 4

3 01

c
c

R

10 4 5

75

1017
74 4

a

18 4

482

13
3 01

482

3 01

a

25

13

M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
M7116 -H220 ST
# 73800, -800

a, b, c = Ø 35

b

a, b, c = Ø 35

b

M5115-H220
# 73852, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

c
c

R

10 4 5

75

1017
1017

18 4

25

24

30

18 5

48

482

410
37 0
48

13

25

M5115-H220 ST
# 73852, -800

24

449
410
410
37 0

75

449
410
18 4

493

10

30

493

10

18 5

R

10 4 5

482

13

M712-H260
# 73811, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout
M712-H260 ST
# 73811, -800

-000 Chrome
-800 Stainless steel optic

Sinks

510

410

510

410

37 0

37 0

42

42

74 4

48
25

24

30

18 4

18 5

48

410
37 0

24

449
410
410
37 0

75

449
410

1017

10

30

493
493

10

18 5

R

10 4 5
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Sink 660

The big one with comfort appeal
▪ User-friendly: ultra-wide basin for plenty of space, e. g. for large
saucepans

▪ Variable: the sinks combine easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪ Easy cleaning: large items such as baking trays are easy to
clean – making the sink an extension of the dishwasher

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

80 cm

S711-F660
# 43302, -800

Built-in sink 660
with tap hole drilling

Base cabinet

Sink: 760 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 660 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

D14-10
# 43921, -000

80 cm

S712-F660
# 43308, -800

Base cabinet

Built-in sink 660
with 2 tap holes drillings
Sink: 760 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 660 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

D14-11
# 43931, -000

80 cm

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting

S719-U660
# 43428, -800

Required accessories:
Automatic outfl ow fi tting

Undermount sink 660
Sink: 710 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 660 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

Base cabinet

D14-10
# 43921, -000
D14-11
# 43931, -000

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting
Automatic outfl ow fi tting with operation
on worktop

Information on built-in and undermount sink 660: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select 2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the mixer
(# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806, -000, -800), and outfl ow fi tting D14-12 (#43941, -000) needs to be used.
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405

355
a

a, b, c = Ø 35

380
400
500

42

b

405

c

42

76 0

76 0
380
400
500

R1

732

355
75

0

75

b

380
400
500

400

380
400
500

R1

0

25

R

10
7 3 2R 1 0

75

24

400
450

M5115-H300 ST
# 73853, -800

25472

400
48

660
660

25

24

30

191

18 5

710
400

25

48

660

400
450

662
710
25

400
48

660
18 5

25

M512-H300
# 73854, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout
M512-H300 ST
# 73854, -800

24

30

18 5

662

25
24

400
48

30

25
660

191

710

24

30

191

10
R

18 5

472

732

400
450

R

10

660

191

24

76 0

30

c

191

25

472

662

-000 Chrome
-800 Stainless steel optic

Sinks

M5115-H300
# 73853, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with pull-out spout

472

660 400
48

75

24

30

191

a, b, c = Ø 35
c

18 5

400

25

48

732

75

30

75

0

472

b

48
191

R1

660

660
0

24

30

76 0

405

a

M7116 -H320 ST
# 73801, -800

c
a, b, c = Ø 35

a

76 0

R1

M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

a, b, c = Ø 35

25472

400
48

42

380
400
500

732

b

42

18 5

42

405

a, b, c = Ø 35
355

25

472
25

18 5

660

472

7 3 2R 1 0

355

30

24

30

191

76 0

191

c

380
24
400
500

25

18 5

400
48

191

75

400

405
400

a
48

660
0

191

a, b, c = Ø 35
c

b

42

380
400
500

a

75

0

48
18 5

405

355

R1

660

380
400
500

a, b, c = Ø 35

R1

Recommended mixer

a, b, c = Ø 35

b

24

a

30

355

Dimensions in mm
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Sink 180/450

Double-basin with more comfort
▪ Double: 2 parallel basins of diff erent sizes

▪ Multi-tasking: Several tasks can be carried out at the same time

▪ Small basin: preparation basin for additional kitchen tasks

▪ Variable: the sinks combine easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪ Large basin: main bowl with plenty of space for the main kitchen
tasks

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

80 cm

S711-F655
# 43309, -800

Built-in sink 180 x 450
with tap hole drilling

Base cabinet

Sink: 755 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 180 mm x 400 mm/450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 140 mm/190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

D13-10
# 43924, -000

80 cm

S712-F655
# 43310, -800

Base cabinet

Built-in sink 180 x 450
with 2 tap holes drillings
Sink: 755 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 180 mm x 400 mm/450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 140 mm/190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

D13-11
# 43934, -000

80 cm

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting

S719-U655
# 43429, -800

Required accessories:
Automatic outfl ow fi tting

Undermount sink 180 x 450
Sink: 705 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 180 mm x 400 mm/450 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 140 mm/190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 80 cm

Base cabinet

D13-10
# 43924, -000
D13-11
# 43934, -000

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting
Automatic outfl ow fi tting with operation
on worktop

Information on built-in and undermount sink 180/450: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select 2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the
mixer (# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806, -000, -800), and outfl ow fi tting D13-12 (#43944, -000) needs to be used.
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353

402

a, b, c = Ø 35

b
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500
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a

402
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75 5
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400
500
18 5
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30
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400

400
450

25

18 2

452
658

18 2

25

452

400

25
24

400

191

400

25

25

M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
M7116 -H320 ST
# 73801, -800
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30

191

18 8

48

48

30

25

48

13

24

30
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M712-H320 ST
# 73810, -800
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18 0
48
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30

14 0
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30

450

M712-H320
# 73810, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

R
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R
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-800 Stainless steel optic

Sinks

75 5
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M7115-H320 ST
# 73803, -800
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ac , b , c = Ø 3 5

18 0

R
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a

M7115-H320
# 73803, -000
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout
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b

a
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Dimensions in mm
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Sink 370/370

Two basins, twice as flexible
▪ Teamwork: 2 parallel basins of the same size

▪ Variable: the sinks combine easily with any hansgrohe mixer

▪ Multi-tasking: an even greater range so several activities can be
carried out simultaneously

Sink

Design

Item no.

Description

90 cm

S711-F765
# 43303, -800

Built-in sink 370 x 370
with tap hole drilling

Base cabinet

Sink: 865 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 370 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 90 cm

D15-10
# 43922, -000

90 cm

S712-F765
# 43311, -800

Base cabinet

Built-in sink 370 x 370
with 2 tap holes drillings
Sink: 865 mm x 500 mm
Basin: 370 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 90 cm

D15-11
# 43932, -000

90 cm

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting

S719-U765
# 43430, -800

Required accessories:
Automatic outfl ow fi tting

Undermount sink 370 x 370
Sink: 815 mm x 450 mm
Basin: 370 mm x 400 mm
Depth: 190 mm
Built-in cabinet: from 90 cm

Base cabinet

D15-10
# 43922, -000
D15-11
# 43932, -000

Required accessories:
Manual outfl ow fi tting
Automatic outfl ow fi tting with operation
on worktop

Information on built-in and undermount sink 370/370: When purchasing the kitchen mixer series 71 Select 2-hole, the eccentric connection is already present in the
mixer (# 73805, -000, -800 and # 73806, -000, -800), and outfl ow fi tting D15-12 (#43942, -000) needs to be used.
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Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout
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Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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Sinks
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Dimensions in mm

KITCHEN
MIXERS
Mixer diversity where know-how, quality,
functionality, and design come together:
Series 71
Series 51
Series 52
Series 53
Series 41
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hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

Stylish selection for an
individual dream kitchen
your customers the freedom to find their
personal style in the whole kitchen.

Series 71 Select 2-hole

Series 71 Select

Series 71

Innovative control concept with Select technology and
separation of mixer and control unit. From page 66.

Basic form matches the shape of the sink and integrates
harmoniously in the kitchen, combined with user-friendly
Select technology. From page 70.

Ergonomically shaped handle and plenty of freedom of
function and movement. From page 72.

Series 51 Select

Series 51

Series 52

The conical basic shape radiates a luxurious elegance.
Select technology makes working a pleasure.
From page 74.

Plenty of freedom of movement packed in an elegant
design. From page 76.

Puristic design that looks good in any kitchen.
From page 78.

Series 53

Series 41

Reduced shapes meet classic style elements.
From page 80.

Perfect fit in modern kitchens with straight, clear furniture
lines. From page 82.

Kitchen mixers

The hansgrohe mixer line caters to
every style and taste, from modern to classic,
geometric to rounded. This wide range gives

Kitchen mixers

hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

The kitchen mixer lines
at a glance

Versions

Series 71 Select 2-hole

Series 71 Select

Series 71

Series 51 Select

Product name

M7120-H320

M7119-H200

M7115-H320

M7116-H320

M5115-H300

With Select technology

Yes

Yes

Yes

–

Yes

With swivel pull-out spray

ComfortZone 320
73806, -000, -800
ComfortZone 220
73805, -000, -800

–

–

ComfortZone 320
73801, -000, -800
ComfortZone 220
73800, -000, -800

–

With swivel pull-out spout

–

ComfortZone 200
73804, -000, -800

ComfortZone 320
73803, -000, -800
ComfortZone 240
73802, -000, -800

ComfortZone 320
73812, -000, -800

ComfortZone 300
73853, -000, -800
ComfortZone 220
73852, -000, -800

With swivel spout

–

–

ComfortZone 320
73810, -000, -800
ComfortZone 260
73811, -000, -800

ComfortZone 320
73813, -000, -800

ComfortZone 300
73854, -000, -800

For window installation

–

–

–

ComfortZone 320
73814, -000

–

For open water heaters

–

–

–

–

–

With shut-off valve

–

–

–

ComfortZone 320
73815, -000

–

chrome version
(-000)

stainless steel optic
version (-800)
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Series 51

Series 52

Series 53

Series 41

M5116-H200

M5216-H220

M5216-H170

M5316-H220

M531-H280

M4116-H240

M411-H160

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

ComfortZone 200
73851, -000, -800
ComfortZone 160
73850, -000, -800

ComfortZone 220
73863, -000, -800

ComfortZone 170
73860, -000, -800

ComfortZone 240
73870, -000
ComfortZone 210
73871, -000

–

ComfortZone 240
73880, -000, -800

–

–

ComfortZone 260
73864, -000, -800

–

–

ComfortZone 280
73872, -000

–

–

ComfortZone 260
73855, -000, -800
ComfortZone 220
73857, -000, -800

ComfortZone 270
73865, -000, -800

ComfortZone 170
73862, -000, -800

–

–

ComfortZone 280
73881, -000, -800
ComfortZone 260
73882, -000, -800

ComfortZone 160
73885, -000, -800

–

ComfortZone 260
73864, -000, -800
ComfortZone 220
73863, -000, -800

–

–

–

–

–

–

ComfortZone 170
73861, -000

–

–

ComfortZone 260
73883, -000

ComfortZone 160
73886, -000

ComfortZone 270
73866, -000

–

–

–

ComfortZone 260
73884, -000

ComfortZone 160
73887, -000

ComfortZone 260
73856, -000
ComfortZone 220
73858, -000

Select

ComfortZone
Individually utilisable space between
kitchen mixer and sink for requirements
on any level

QuickClean
Limescale deposits simply rub off by
gently moving a finger over the silicone
nubs

AirPower
Generous amounts of air are added to
the water for a soft, splash-free spray
Kitchen mixers

Select
Easy to switch water on and off at the
touch of a button

Select

Select technology in the kitchen

A button for easy operation
Washing, chopping, stirring – you have
your hands full when you‘re cooking. Which is
why Select technology is also available for the
kitchen. Simply turn the water spray on and off

M7120 -H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer
220 with pull-out spray, two spray types

at the touch of a button, effectively giving you a
pause function. The handle remains open, and
maintains the pre-set temperature and water
quantity. The Select button doesn‘t interrupt

M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout

Flexibility: The combination of Select button
and pull-out spout makes your activities easier
and increases the level of comfort at the sink.
The hose pulls out by up to 76 cm, increasing
the range and making it even easier to fill
containers.

the flow of work, and it makes cooking easier
and more pleasureable.

M7115-H320
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

Freedom of movement: Thanks to
Select technology, the water flow can easily
be switched on and off manually with your
finger, the back of your hand or an arm. This
increases the freedom of movement, and helps
you to work even more efficiently.

M712-H320
Select single lever kitchen mixer
320 with swivel spout

Speed: It is easy to start and stop the water
flow using the Select button on the edge of the
sink, which is a great help, for instance, when
washing dishes.

hansgrohe Select technology 63

Robust: The Select button is purely
mechanical, which means it is
particularly durable.

Select

Spring
Tension screw
Valve

Button

Robust
brass
spout

Button
Spring

Spray connection

Tension screw

Valve

Magnetic ring

Spray housing
Spray former

Swivel spout

Internal water channels
Magnetic holder

Pressure-resistant
spray hose
Handle

Spray former

Pull-out spout

Rosette

Basic set
Button extension
Clamping nut with
fi xation screws

Connection bush
Spring

Select button with eccentric function

Connection eccentric
outfl ow operation
Connection mixed
water hose

Valve

Housing

▪ Easy, intuitive operation at the touch of a button
▪ The clever construction complies with all hansgrohe’s
standards, and is tested for lasting durability
▪ Ergonomic “universal design” allows easy and reliable use
for all generations

▪ Select at the basin allows the mixer and sink to blend in
a single unit
▪ Select helps to save water because the Select button
encourages the user to switch off : this saves the precious
resource
Find out more in the „Select“ discussion and at
http://pro.hansgrohe.co.uk/select

Kitchen mixers

Advantages and benefits

ComfortZone
Select

ComfortZone in the kitchen

More freedom of movement
in the kitchen
Whether tall, swivel or pull- out:
hansgrohe‘s sophisticated range includes
the right freedom of movement for any

requirement. This keeps the everyday use
of water, for instance when washing hands,
washing up or filling containers, as flexible

as possible. We call this individually utilisable
space ComfortZone. For more comfort. For
more space. For every day.

What ComfortZone means:
Height: The ultra high spout offers plenty of
space and is ideal for filling large containers
and pots.

Swivel function: The mixers offer either
a limited swivel range (110°/120°/150°)
or all-round freedom of movement (360°).
especially practical when working to the right
and left of the mixer.

Pull-out spray/spout: The pull-out spray
and the pull-out spout extend the range at
the sink. An advantage, for example, when
watering plants, etc.
The hansgrohe sBox guides the hose safely
and protects it against damage. More on
pages 30 ff.

ComfortZone technology Simply scan the code to watch the explanatory video.

Select

Kitchen technologies

hansgrohe Kitchen technologies

Ergonomic handles: Long flat
handles for ease of control.

Vertical handle position:
Installation is possible even when
there is only little room between
the mixer and wall. Plus: Hot
water flows at the vertical handle
out of the reach of children‘s
hands.

Variable handle
positioning: The handle can
be installed on the left or right,
as preferred.

Stainless steel look PVD:
Stainless steel look surfaces are
made with PVD technology and
are particularly resistant to wear
and scratches.

Fold-down function for
window installation: Ideal
for installation in front of a
window; simply lift the mixer up
when required and lay it down.

Ceramic cartridge with
Boltic handle lock: Thanks
to the specially hardened
plastics, the joystick, M1 and
M2 cartridges help to ensure the
mixer has a long functional life.
The wedge-shaped control lever
of the Boltic handle prevents the
handle wobbling in use.

Safe, easy installation:
Flexible connections and the
integrated stabilisation plate for
thin-walled stainless steel sinks
make it easier to install the mixer,
and guarantee safe results.
The connected PEX hoses are
temperature-resistant and neutral
in taste and odour.

sBox: As part of the sink
combos and on any pull-out
kitchen mixer, the sBox ensures
that the hose extends and
retracts safely and easily. The
52 cm box fits in any standard
base cabinet from 74 cm.

QuickClean: It is very difficult
for limescale to take hold on the
elastic disc and if it does, it can
easily be rubbed away.

MagFit magnetic holder:
Thanks to the MagFit function,
the hose slides back almost
silently and slots back into place
in the middle of the mixer spout.

Pull-out spray with two
spray types: The pull-out
spray also offers two types of
spray, normal and shower, which
are easy to change between.

Kitchen mixers

Other kitchen aids
that make life easier

66 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

Series 71 Select 2-hole

New ergonomics and functionality
for the modern kitchen

Select

Change from normal spray to shower
spray at the touch of a button

Pull-out spray (pulls out to 76 cm)
Spout swivels through 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen

Temperature and spray strength
are pre-set with the ergonomically
shaped fl at handle

Select button – start and stop the water
at the touch of a button. The lever
remains open, and maintains the pre-set
temperature and quantity. The Select
button performs the eccentric function of
the outfl ow at the same time by simply
turning

Basic form is a harmonious
match for the shape of the
sink

Also available in
stainless steel look

Flexible positioning of the Select button to control the
water fl ow and the outfl ow fi tting, each 35 mm diameter

Advantages and benefits
▪ User-friendly and ergonomic thanks to the new control concept
▪ Easy to clean thanks to the reduced design language and
flowing transitions

▪ Speed: It is easy to start and stop the water flow using the
Select button on the edge of the sink
▪ High swivel spout for greater freedom of movement between
the spout and sink
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Series 71 Select 2-hole
ca. 500

18

Ø 34

G3/8

520

L = 900

Ø 47
Ø 34

840

max. 70

211
L = 900

176

332

16 6

220

93

50

50

▪▪ ComfortZone 220 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
▪▪ Flexible positioning of the Select button to control the water
flow and the outflow fitting, 2 tap hole drillings of 35 mm
diameter required

29

15 8
250

# 73805, -000, -800

M7120 -H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

ca. 500

# 73806, -000, -800
Please observe the information on the
outflow fitting with sinks

57

Ø 47

57

236
L = 900
L = 900

Ø 34

18

15 7
110

Ø 34
176

max. 70

18 3

G3/8

520

320

121

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
▪▪ Flexible positioning of the Select button to control the water
flow and the outflow fitting, 2 tap hole drillings of 35 mm
diameter required

430

3°

Ø 30

840

Please observe the information on the
outflow fitting with sinks

Ø 30
12 3
66

4°

M7120 -H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

29

15 8
250

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing

The pull-out spout extends the range at the sink. The sBox guides the
hose safely and protects it against damage.

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal spray to fill containers
quickly and safely.

Shower spray to thoroughly wash fruit, vegetables, fish or meat.

Kitchen mixers

The Select control button on the front edge of the sink is used to control
the mixer from the front, and open and close the outflow by turning at
the same time.

68 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

Series 71 Select 2-hole

Leaves no wish unfulfilled
for perfect ergonomics

Spout swivels through 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen

Select

Select button – start and stop the water
at the touch of a button. The lever
remains open, and maintains the pre-set
temperature and quantity

Minimalistic design integrates stylishly
in any ambience

Temperature and spray strength
are pre-set with the ergonomically
shaped fl at handle

Basic form is a harmonious
match for the shape of the sink

Flexible working thanks to the practical
pull-out spout (pulls out to 76 cm)

Also available in
stainless steel look

Advantages and benefits
▪ User-friendly and ergonomic thanks to the new control concept

▪ Used separately from the basic set for impressive aesthetics

▪ Easy to clean thanks to the reduced design language and
flowing transitions

▪ High swivel spout for greater freedom of movement between
the spout and sink
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Series 71 Select 2-hole
c a . 76 0

M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200 with pull-out spout

320

58

Ø 47
Ø 48

Ø 34

Ø 34

13 5 0

2 21
L = 900

520

▪▪ ComfortZone 200 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
▪▪ Flexible positioning of the control element, 2 tap hole drillings
of Ø 35mm required

max. 60

208

4°

Ø 29

G 3/8

# 73804, -000, -800
29

15 8
250

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing

The pull-out spout extends the range at the sink. The sBox guides the
hose safely and protects it against damage.

User-friendly: The Select button makes it easy to start and stop the
water flow.

The green ring indicates that the mixer is open.

Kitchen mixers

The mixer is easy to operate from the front using the handle on the front
edge of the sink and the integrated Select technology.

70 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

Series 71 Select

Easy operation is the best recipe

Spout swivels through 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen

Temperature and spray strength
are pre-set with the ergonomically
shaped fl at handle

Select

Select button – start and stop the water
at the touch of a button. The lever
remains open, and maintains the pre-set
temperature and quantity

Plenty of space under the high spout,
e. g. for easy fi lling of tall saucepans

Basic form is a harmonious
match for the shape of the sink

Flexible working thanks to the practical
pull-out spout (pulls out to 76 cm)
Also available in
stainless steel look

Flexible: Tasks blend seamlessly thanks to the combination of the intuitive Select button and the practical pull-out spout – for more comfort in
the kitchen and beyond the sink.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Intuitive control concept makes it ideal for all ages
▪ New spray design for easy handling with no irritating twisting
of the wrist

▪ Basic form matches the shape of the sink and integrates
harmoniously in the kitchen
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Series 71 Select
250
235
ca. 5
00

Ø 30

3°

M7115-H320
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout
445

121

110

208

18 3

max. 70

57

840

# 73803, -000, -800

15 7

79
333

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

G 3/8

M7115-H240
Select single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spout

222

ca. 500

208

4°

12 2
66

93

350

▪▪ ComfortZone 240 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

14 2

13 6

16 6

238

66

50

max. 70

Ø 34

543

# 73802, -000, -800

G 3/8

M712-H320
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

13 °

257

121
15 7
110

16 3
18 3

183

208

3 07

365

79

365

223

57

max. 70

Ø 34
835

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
# 73810, -000, -800

G 3/8

M712-H260
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout

248

208
12 2
66

304

14 2

16 6

13 6
max. 70

50

Ø 34

G 3/8

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing

Kitchen mixers

# 73811, -000, -800

253

▪▪ ComfortZone 260 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters

93

66

5 37

4°
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Series 71

Perfect in the hand and
in the design

Change from normal spray to shower
spray at the touch of a button

MagFit attachment for easy securing
of the shower

Spout swivels through 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen

Pull-out spray (pulls out to 76 cm)

Temperature and spray strength
are pre-set with the ergonomically
shaped fl at handle

Plenty of space under the high spout,
e. g. for easy fi lling of tall saucepans

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal and shower spray.

Pull-out spray/spout: The pull-out spray and the pull-out spout
extend the range at the sink. Advantageous, for instance, when
watering plants etc. The hansgrohe sBox guides the hose safely and
protects it against damage.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Basic form matches the shape of the sink and integrates
harmoniously in the kitchen
▪ Additional shower spray is ideal for rinsing fruit, vegetables,
fish or meat

▪ Thanks to QuickClean, it is difficult for limescale to settle on the
elastic disc on the spout
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Series 71
282
237

ca. 7
60

M7116 -H320
Single lever kitchen mixer 320 with pull-out spray,
two spray types

Ø 30

3°

121
79

157
110
163
183

183

208

319

430

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased
range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of
movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out
to 76 cm

57

840

max. 70

Ø 34

# 73801, -000, -800
G 3/8

225

M7116 -H220
Single lever kitchen mixer 220 with pull-out spray,
two spray types

c a . 76 0

12 2

210
66

66

93

14 2

13 6

16 6

2 21

332

4°

▪▪ ComfortZone 220 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

50

538

max. 70

Ø 34

# 73800, -000, 800
G 3/8

234
219

121
79

157
110

183

356

°
10
315

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

163
183

ca. 760

208

M7114 -H320
Single lever kitchen mixer 320 with pull-out spout

57
Ø 34

835

max. 70

# 73812, -000, -800

G 3/8

M711-H320
Single lever kitchen mixer 320 with swivel spout

234
219

Ø 34

G 3/8

Also available
with device
shut-off valve

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing

Kitchen mixers

57

163
183

208

157
110

183

356
315

121
79

max. 70

# 73813, -000, -800
# 73814, -000 for installation in front of a window
(not shown)
# 73815, -000 with shut-off valve

°
10

835

▪▪ ComfortZone 320 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
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Series 51 Select

The all-rounder for the
modern kitchen

Select

Longer, swivelling spout
for tremendous freedom
of movement

Water easy to turn
on and off at the
touch of a button
Easy to clean: thanks to the soft
transition from the base to the
swivel arm

Easy to operate thanks
to the large handle

Also available in
stainless steel look

Versatile: Even containers that are some distance away are easy
to reach and fill without splashing thanks to the Select button and the
pull-out hose – even with just one hand.

Plenty of space under the high spout,
e. g. for easy fi lling of tall saucepans

Robust: Whether on the pull-out spray or the 150° swivel spout, the
Select button is purely mechanical, which makes it especially robust.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Select version with intuitive operation at the touch of a button

▪ Conical basic shape radiates a luxurious elegance

▪ Select technology integrated harmoniously in the slender spout

▪ Two Select mixer types for individual requirements:
with pull-out or swivel spout
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Series 51 Select
M5115-H300
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with pull-out spout

234

4°

ca. 760

220
108
71

137
401

93

161
177

177

199

288

Ø 56

Ø 34

840

max. 70

▪ ComfortZone 300 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water
spray
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters
▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
# 73853, -000, -800

G 3/8

222

c a . 76 0

208
66

118
81

14 0

13 4

223

335

66

4°

▪ ComfortZone 220 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water
spray
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters
▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

16 2

M5115-H220
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

Ø49

559

max. 70

Ø 34

# 73852, -000, -800
G 3/8

M512-H300
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout

4°

248

208
108
71

137

339

93

161
177

177

199

288

Ø 56

Ø 34

820

max. 75

▪ ComfortZone 300 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Select button for easy switching on and off of the water
spray
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters
# 73854, -000, -800

Kitchen mixers

G 3/8

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing
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Series 51

More freedom of movement
when cooking and washing up
Longer, swivelling spout
for tremendous freedom
of movement

Easy to clean: thanks to the soft
transition from the base to the
swivel arm

Flexible working thanks to the
practical pull-out spout (pulls out
to 76 cm)

Easy to operate thanks to the
large handle
Elegant, luxurious looks
thanks to the conical base

2 spray types (normal/shower spray)

Also available in
stainless steel look

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal and shower spray.

Swivel function: The mixers off er either a limited swivel range
(110°/120°/150°) or all-round freedom of movement (360°).
especially practical when working to the right and left of the mixer.

Advantages and benefits
▪ More freedom of movement thanks to the swivel range of up
to 150°

▪ Additional shower spray is ideal for rinsing fruit, vegetables,
fish or meat
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Series 51
230

M5116 -H200
Single lever kitchen mixer 200 with swivel spout

213

Ø 28

108

137
93

400

71

Ø 36

177

161

101

177

199

ca. 760

7°

185

Ø 56

max. 70

▪▪ ComfortZone 200 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

Ø 34

840

# 73851, -000, -800

G 3/8

M5116 -H160
Single lever kitchen mixer 160 with pull-out spray,
two spray types

203

ca. 50
0

66

66

14 0

18 5

16 2

8°

13 4

15 2

Ø49

Ø 34

556

max. 70

▪▪ ComfortZone 160 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 110°/150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

350

118
81

# 73850, -000, -800
G 3/8

217
203

M511-H260
Single lever kitchen mixer 260 with swivel spout
Ø 28

108

137

400

71
7°

93

101

177

161

177

199

262

▪▪ ComfortZone 260 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters

Ø 56

max. 70

# 73855, -000, -800
# 73856, -000 for open water heaters

840

Ø 34

G 3/8

M511-H220
Single lever kitchen mixer 220 with swivel spout

18 8

14 0

16 2

13 4

549

Ø49

Ø34

G 3/8

Also available
with device
shut-off valve

118
81

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing

Kitchen mixers

66

335

66

max. 70

# 73857, -000, -800
# 73858, -000 with shut-off valve

174

8°

215

▪▪ ComfortZone 220 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
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Series 52

Stylish elegance for the kitchen

Swivel spout for more freedom
of movement
Elegant, stylish spout

MagFit attachment for easy securing
of the shower
Swivels by 150°, so also ideal
for window installation

Pull-out spray (pulls out by up to 76 cm)
with two spray types (normal/shower
spray)

Vertical handle position allows this
item to be installed if there is little
space between mixer and wall

Fold-down function
for window
installation

Practical: suitable for window installation thanks to the spout that
swivels by up to 150°.

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal spray for filling containers
quickly and safely; shower spray for thoroughly rinsing vegetables,
fish or meat.

Advantages and benefits
▪ More freedom of movement thanks to the swivel range of up
to 150°

▪ Additional shower spray is ideal for rinsing fruit, vegetables,
fish or meat
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Series 52

6
ca. 7

M5216 -H220
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

132

# 73863, -000, -800

177

0

max. 70

Ø 34
855

▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

G 3/8

M5214 -H260
Single lever kitchen mixer 260 with pull-out spout
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
Suitable for flow heaters
Window installation possible
sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm

# 73864, -000, -800

M521-H270
Single lever kitchen mixer 270 with swivel spout
▪▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150° or 360° –
for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
# 73865, -000, -800
# 73866, -000 with shut-off valve (not shown)

M5216 -H170
Single lever kitchen mixer 170
with pull-out spray, two spray types

ca. 760

▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
# 73860, -000, -800
# 73861, -000 for open water heaters

Kitchen mixers

M521-H170
Single lever kitchen mixer 170 with swivel spout
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Normal spray – fills containers quickly and safely
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
# 73862, -000, -800

All dimensions in mm. sBox not included entirely
in dimension drawing
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Series 53

The elegant classic
for the kitchen
Longer, swivelling spout for
tremendous freedom of movement
MagFit attachment for easy securing
of the shower

2 spray types (normal/shower spray)

Pin handle for easy use

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal and shower spray.

Swivel function: The mixers off er a swivel range of 150°.

Advantages and benefits
▪ More freedom of movement thanks to the swivel range of up
to 150°

▪ Additional shower spray is ideal for rinsing fruit, vegetables,
fish or meat
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Series 53
M5316 -H240
Single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪▪ ComfortZone 240 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fishor meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
# 73870, -000

M5316 -H210
Single lever kitchen mixer 210 with pull-out spout
▪▪ ComfortZone 210 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables and salad,
fish or meat
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters
▪▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls out to 76 cm
# 73871, -000

M531-H280
Single lever kitchen mixer 280 with swivel spout
▪▪ ComfortZone 280 – plenty of freedom and increased range
around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪▪ Suitable for flow heaters

Kitchen mixers

# 73872, -000
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Series 41

The spatial miracle
with pull-out spray
Spout swivels through 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen

Flexible working thanks to the practical
pull-out spout (pulls out to 76 cm)

2 spray types (normal/shower spray)

Also available in
stainless steel look

Variable: choice of 2 spray types: normal spray for filling containers
quickly and safely; shower spray for thoroughly rinsing vegetables,
fish or meat.

Practical: MagFit secures the pull-out spray after use, keeping it
safely in the mixer spout.

Advantages and benefits
▪ High swivel spout for greater freedom of movement between
the spout and sink

▪ Additional shower spray is ideal for rinsing fruit, vegetables,
fish or meat

▪ Perfect fit in modern kitchens with straight, clear furniture lines

▪ Vertical handle position for easy operation even with little
space in front of the wall
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235

Series 41
136
100
191

157
175
230

20°

175

411
230
ca. 7
60

Ø 52
220
Ø 34

max. 70

▪ ComfortZone 240 – plenty of freedom and increased
range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range 150° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪ Shower spray – thoroughly rinses vegetables
and salad, fish or meat
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters
▪ sBox for a perfect, safely guided hose that pulls
out to 76 cm

Ø 28
96
65

835

M4116 -H240
Single lever kitchen mixer 240 with pull-out spray,
two spray types, swivel spout

# 73880, -000, -800
G 3/8

M411-H260
Single lever kitchen mixer 260 with swivel spout
Ø 25

338
268

20°

65
147
Ø 46
204
Ø 34

877

# 73882, -000, -800
# 73883, -000 for open water heaters
# 73884, -000 with shut-off valve (not shown)

115
81

65
max. 60

▪ ComfortZone 260 – plenty of freedom and increased
range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150°
or 360° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters

G 3/8
237

M411-H280
Single lever kitchen mixer 280 with swivel spout

Ø 25

5°
Ø 25

# 73881, -000, -800

125
81

74

277

90

132

160

277

42

160

305

74

Ø 46

Ø 34

max. 70

222

Ø 46

835

▪ ComfortZone 280 – plenty of freedom and increased
range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range adjusts in 3 stages to 110°/150°
or 360° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Laminar spray – for a crystal clear spray
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters

G 3/8

M411-H160
Single lever kitchen mixer 160 with swivel spout
▪ ComfortZone 160 – plenty of freedom and increased
range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks
▪ Swivel range 360° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters

M416 -W260
Single lever kitchen mixer 260 for wall installation,
swivel spout
▪ Swivel range 180° – for greater freedom of movement
▪ Normal spray – fi lls containers quickly and safely
▪ Suitable for fl ow heaters
# 73888, -000

Kitchen mixers

# 73885, -000, -800
# 73886, -000 for open water heaters
# 73887, -000 with shut-off valve (not shown)
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Service hours:
Monday – Friday: 9 am – 5 pm
Phone:
01372 472001
Fax:
01372 470670
E-Mail:
customerservice@hansgrohe.co.uk
hansgrohe replacement part guarantee
We guarantee the availability of replacement parts for up to ten
years. This gives you peace of mind, even for projects that were
completed some time ago.

hansgrohe Customer Service
For technical enquiries, experts in the bathroom trade will be happy
to assist you with their extensive knowledge of the entire hansgrohe
product range. Service and replacement parts are delivered in the
fastest possible manner.
Service hours:
Monday – Friday:
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

9 am – 5 pm
01372 472001
01372 470670
technical@hansgrohe.co.uk

Please note that we are only able to present our products for the kitchen in this sales manual.
Our full range can be found on the internet.
Find out more about the hansgrohe world at http://pro.hansgrohe.co.uk

Headquarters – Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D-77757 Schiltach
Tel. +49 7836 51-0 · Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.com · www.hansgrohe.com
Belgium – Hansgrohe · Riverside Business Park · Internationalelaan, 55 K · B -1070 Anderlecht
Tel. +32 02 5430140 · Fax +32 02 5379486 · info@hansgrohe.be · www.hansgrohe.be
Netherlands – Hansgrohe · Handelsweg 45 · 1525 RG Westknollendam
Tel. +31 75 6461400 · info@hansgrohe.nl · www.hansgrohe.nl
United Kingdom – Hansgrohe · Units D1 and D2 · Sandown Park Trading Estate · Royal Mills
Esher · Surrey · KT10 8BL · Tel. +44 1372 472001 · Fax +44 1372 470670
enquiries@hansgrohe.co.uk · www.hansgrohe.co.uk · http://pro.hansgrohe.co.uk

This catalogue has been produced with as much care for the environment as possible. You can also do your bit for the
environment by passing this catalogue on to others when you have fi nished with it or else recycling it.
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hansgrohe Sales Service
Phone enquiries regarding products and delivery times.

